Dear PG Students,

It must be a “Dream Come True” for you all, to get admission in Sancheti Institute for Orthopaedics & Rehabilitation (SIOR). I wish to congratulate you and your proud parents for achieving this success on your merit and by your efforts. Students for working hard and parents for dedicated support and encouragement towards their son/daughter.

You have found a place in SIOR, founded by the most renowned orthopaedics surgeon of India Dr. K H Sancheti, who is a recipient of Padma Shri, Padma Bhushan and Padma Vibhushan. Receiving three Padma awards is an unique achievement and most importantly these awards are for contribution in the field of orthopaedics.

The Dean, Dr. Parag Sancheti, is an international figure, a reputation earned by his contribution in the field of orthopaedics and demonstrated leadership qualities. Many international recognitions of getting selected / elected / nominated to the Heads of various international orthopaedics forums bears testimony to his leadership qualities.

All our professors in particular and other faculty have made a name for themselves in their respective specialty by their exemplary professional skills and knowledge.

You all are lucky to acquire and enhance your professional knowledge & skills under the guidance of these eminent personalities.

Besides orthopaedics knowledge & skills, you have to acquire IT skills and communication skills, which is the need of the hour. Blending the orthopaedics knowledge, skills with IT and communication skills will ensure your optimal development. We encourage you by financial assistance and advice to have a laptop of your own and make optimal use of that in learning process during your Residency,

Knowledge of Medical Equipment, its technical working and maintenance will catapult you to still greater heights.

Developing leadership qualities, practicing empathy toward patient will place you high up in the orthopaedics fraternity.

All this will make you a COMPLETE ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEON, which is what the world requires.

The ball is in your court now so play well.
Best wishes.

‘स्वप्नसेवा ही ईश्वरसेवा’